Compiling a lemma-sign list
for a specific target user group:

The Junior Dictionary as a case in point1

Gilles-Maurice de Schryver and D. J. Prinsloo
^he "user-perspective" has emerged as an all-important criterion in the selection and lexicographical treatment of
lexical items in modern dictionary compilation. Starting with one of
the early American advocates (Barnhart [1962]), the concept made its
way into reference works (Hartmann and James [1998]) and is a recurrent theme of both the British (practical) and German (theoretical) schools of lexicography (see e.g., Atkins [1998] and Wiegand
[1998] respectively). In the words of Gouws and Prinsloo (1998, 18),
The user-perspective, so prevalent in modern-day metalexicography, compels lexicographers to compile their dictionaries according to the needs and research skills of well-defined
target user groups. The dominant role of the user has had a
definite effect on the compilation of dictionaries as well as on
the evaluation of their quality. Good dictionaries do not only
display a linguistically sound treatment of a specific selection
of lexical items. They are also products that can be used as linguistic instruments by their respective target user groups. The
better they can be used, the better dictionaries they are.

Modern dictionaries are thus judged as good or bad on the basis of the
users' success and ease in finding the information required. Viewed
1An earlier version of this article was presented by the authors at a seminar on

learners' dictionaries organised by the African Association for Lexicography,

University of Pretoria, 1 1-12 November 2002. Junior Dictionary is a revision in
progress of the semi-bilingual Afrikaans Hersiene Uitgawe: Junior Verklärende
Woordeboek (Combrink and others [1985]). The new edition will be published
as Woordeboek Sonder Orense 'Dictionary without Borders/Boundaries'.
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from the lexicographer's angle this means that the information most
likely to be looked for must be anticipated and presented in a userfriendly way, possible, we argue here, only if the dictionary is aimed at
a specific target user group.

Indeed, if one studies the dictionary market, one finds either

general (LGP 'language for general purpose') or special field (LSP
'language for special purpose') dictionaries. For commercial reasons,
LGP dictionaries typically try to cover as many target user groups as
possible. The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, Third Edition
(LDOCE3 [1995]), for example, not only covers British English but as
many as ten other varieties of English (American, Australian, Canadian, etc.), as well. Hence, even the better general dictionaries for
English are not really and exclusively designed for a specific target user
group. When it comes to LSP dictionaries, it is clear that the subject
field may be restricted but in the end the target user group is again as
broad as possible. Furthermore, even tiiough target user groups may
be narrowly defined as, say, "for primary school pupils" or "for upperintermediate learners," both LGP and LSP dictionaries remain aimed

at as large a target user group as possible.
The past 15 years have seen a fast proliferation of (electronic)
corpus-based dictionaries. The Collins Cobuild English Language Diction-

ary (CobuildI [1987]) led the way, with LDOCE3, the Oxford Advanced

Learner's Dictionary of Current English (OALD5 [1995]) and the Cambridge International Dictionary of English (CIDE [1995]), all joining in
eight years later. The recent Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced
Learners (MEDAL [2002]) is but the fifth and latest in this series of

British corpus-based learners' dictionaries, now the "Big Five." According to Moon, the use of corpora in lexicography "consolidated into
standard dictionary praxis [...] over the period 1986-1996" (2000, 4).
As a matter of fact, the European corpus wave also swept across Africa
and Asia — examples being the New Sepedi Dictionary (Prinsloo and
Sathekge [1996]) and the Yonsei hankuko sajón (Lee [1998]) respectively — with America expected to follow suit.
Corpora are especially useful in the production of learners' dictionaries because they make it possible to separate the average from die
one-offs — to distinguish the typical from the oddities. In a paper dictionary — where space is at a premium — frequency considerations are
therefore instrumental in the compilation of the lemma-sign list as well
as in the actual microstructural treatment of the selected lemma signs. If
a desk-size learners' dictionary contains 100,000 lemma signs, these will
basically be the top 100,000 on a lemmatized frequency list derived from
a general-language corpus. Conversely, one can also opt to include all
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and only tiiose items above a minimum corpus frequency. In the Korean
Yonsei hankuko sajón, for example, only items appearing at least 14 times
in a 43-million-word corpus were considered, which resulted in a
macrostructure containing 52,000 lemma signs. It is important to realize
that such a focus on top- and middle-frequency items in learner lexicography does not imply that the compilers are convinced that learners will
never encounter the rare words of the language. On one hand, the
widest possible coverage is sought within the limits of available space; on
the other, the reasoning is that infrequent words, which are topic-specific, can easily be looked up in large bilingual glossaries or nativespeaker dictionaries. Corpus statistics thus somehow "solved" one of the
most challenging lexicographic problems of all times, namely what to include in and what to omit from a dictionary. The technique already
spread from learners' dictionaries to general-language and even specialfield dictionaries, and is also utilised for the production of electronic
dictionaries (as these are still mostly based on hard copies) . Zooming in
on high-frequency items works well for any dictionary upwards from the
intermediate level. However, when it comes to the elementary level,
"low-frequency" considerations also need to be taken into account.
Lemma-sign lists in dictionaries for the elementary level
To say the least, dictionaries are not really the most popular
books, and whereas teenagers and adults can handle reference works
up to a thousand or more pages, children's dictionaries are typically
restricted to a few hundred pages maximum. Combined with a necessarily larger font and the required pictorial illustrations, this immedi-

ately means that the number of lemma signs treated in elementary-

level dictionaries is typically not even 10% of that of the highest-level
ones. To free up space for vocabulary, the (total) absence of function
words is often the result. Makers of such dictionaries seem to argue:
"We are writing a dictionary for schoolchildren, hence we only put
content words in it, not grammar; we only include vocabulary, not the
little functional items that combine the words and terms."

Bold claims are also often made, as in the Chambers-Macmillan

South African Dictionary, Junior Primary (Barnes 1996, iii):
The vocabulary has been chosen carefully to cover the basic

English words that children at the indicated level are likely to

meet in conversation and in school. The dictionary can be used

at all stages appropriate to the age group, first as a simple pic-
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ture book for learning words and meanings, then as a first
reader, and finally as a simple dictionary of reference.

Although one would wish that this dictionary were corpus-based, it is not
stated on what basis the vocabulary was "carefully chosen." It is also
rather ambitious to claim of a reference work that it can be used at all

stages of development: picture book, first reader and dictionary. This
quote should rather be appreciated for spelling out the ultimate aim
of the lexicographer to compile dedicated dictionaries for specific target user groups.

The major challenge is thus to compile a truly "tailored" dictionary for a specific target user group. We will focus on the
macrostructural issues of such a tailored dictionary here. As in the case
of higher-level dictionaries, it stands to reason that corpora should
also play a crucial role in the compilation, but it will now be argued

that more than just a straightforward lemma-sign list based on fre-

quency counts derived from a single general or even elementary-level
corpus is required. In order best to serve the needs of the users a delicate balance should be struck between a general-language corpus and
a custom-made corpus consisting of material culled from the immediate environment of the envisaged target user group. The best-case scenario is one where the sources are restricted in number but not the ex-

tent of lemma signs that could be accommodated in the dictionary.
This means (a) a limited number of sources need to be decoded by the
target user group, for example, a finite number of prescribed study
materials for a specific grade; and (b) the task of the lexicographer is
to compile a lexicon in which all the words used in the totality of these
sources are lemmatized and treated on the level of the target user
group. This could be labeled a "closed system." A typical example of
such a closed system is a tailored glossary containing all the words in
the only prescribed reader for first-year students of Sepedi at the University of Pretoria. Extract 1 shows a sample of this glossary.
Extract 1. Section of the tailored glossary (Prinsloo [1992, 98]) for Are
bale St. 1 (Hoffmann [1976] f

* kgale (6) lank gelede
*kgauswi (9) naby
kgogo (1) hoender
*kgolo (7) groot

* kgale (6) long ago
*kgauswi (9) near
kgogo (1) chicken
*kgolo (7) big

translations for all non-English data have been added throughout in this article.
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The prescribed reader contains approximately 7,000 running words
(tokens) but only 841 different words (types). In Sepedi, orthographic
words roughly correlate with dictionary-citation forms; thus die number of types is more or less equal to the number of lemma signs. Items
that occur with a high frequency are marked with an asterisk as compulsory vocabulary acquisition for the target user group. Reality, however, is that in most cases where the lexicographer has to compile a tailored dictionary, two factors impact negatively on the ideal situation as
illustrated in Extract 1. First, the scope of sources, whether course
books or transcriptions of classroom language, could be open-ended.
This means that, for one reason or another, it is not possible to determine or physically to add all relevant sources to the customized corpus. Second, the size of the macrostructure is most likely to be restricted, making it impossible to include all the words or candidates for
lemmatization as lemma signs.
So how do elementary-level dictionaries typically go about the
creation of their lemma-sign lists? It is revealing briefly to study the
Dutch Van Dale Juniorwoordenboek Nederlands (Verbürg and Huijgen
[1996]) in this regard. This receptive dictionary is aimed at both native and foreign pupils of Dutch, aged eight to eleven, and contains
over 8,000 lemma signs. The authors took an existing higher-level dictionary as a point of departure, from which items were selected intuitively: "Ten aanzien van het critérium 'frequentie' zijn we in eerste instantie intuïtief te werk gegaan" (i.e., 'As regards the criterion
"frequency," we primarily proceeded intuitively.') (1996, 521). Only
then was the obtained list compared to three existing frequency lists:
"high-frequency items" ("easy words") as well as "low-frequency items"

were deleted and "difficult words" were added — all from the view-

point of the target user group. Note that the first and last aspects constitute a significant departure from the approach followed in advanced-level dictionaries like the Big Five mentioned above. In
addition, a long series of word categories were not included from the
start: (a) function words (conjunctions, prepositions, numerals, pronouns, exclamations, and function-like adverbs), (b) words that can-

not be explained in a concise way for the target user group (e.g., parabool 'parabola'), (c) informal, popular words (e.g., lariekoek 'stuff and
nonsense'), (d) transparent compounds (e.g., muziekstandaard 'musical standard'), (e) names for institutions or companies (e.g., KLM),
and (f) words which only occur in a fixed context (e.g., ootje — only
used in iemand in het ootje nemen 'pull someone's leg'). It is immediately
obvious that, although sophisticated general-language corpora exist at
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Van Dale (Froon and De Jong [2002]) and although various customized frequency lists exist for the Dutch language, these resources
were not primarily used. Instead, the driving criterion was that a
lemma sign had to have a "lookup value."
Although this approach seems laudable, several (new) problems were introduced as a result. We will only discuss a few here. First,
the policy not to include any frequent words nor function words means
that numerous words used in the microstructure cannot be found in

the dictionary's macrostructure. The need for the latter has become a
generally accepted dictionary policy, facilitated by the computerisation
of the dictionary-making process (which allows for various consistency
checks) . Consider Extract 2 in this regard.
Extract 2. The article canon in the Van Dale Juniorwoordenboek Nederlands (Verbürg and Huijgen [1996])
canon (de canon - twee

round (a round - two

canons) Een canon is een liedje.
Je zingt het met een paar mensen
samen, maar je begint na elkaar.
Het lied YaderJacob' is een canon.

rounds) A round is a simple
song. You sing it together with a
few people, but you start one
after the other. The song Are You
Sleeping, BrotherJohn?' is a round.

Not a single word of the entire microstructural treatment of canon
'round' can be found in the macrostructure. Articles like this one

seem to expect too much from the envisaged target user group.
Second, the policy not to include the frequent words on the
basis that tiiey are easy and already known might mislead the users. For
instance, the definition for mok 'mug' reads "Een mok is een grote beker
met een oor. ? mug is a large cup with a handle.' " The frequent and socalled easy word oor 'ear' has not been lemmatized, hence the homograph oor 'handle' hasn't either. One could argue that children aged
eight to eleven might still understand this definition, this is however
less so with more difficult words. As an illustration, part of the definition for eh 'alder' reads "In het voorjaar bloeien er katjes aan een eh. 'In
die spring caüuns blossom on an alder.' " Neither the highly frequent
kat 'cat' (diminutive katje 'kitten') nor the little-known katje 'catkin'
were lemmatized, and chances are high that in their minds' eyes the
target users will see kittens hanging from an alder, instead of catkins.
Third, an analogous source for confusion is created by the ab-
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sence of function words. Consider, for example, that the personal pronoun ons 'us' is not lemmatized, yet that the unit of weight ons 'ounce,'

a homographie noun, is used in the article oí gram 'gram.'

Last, definitions often contain words that are lesser known than

the words to be defined. The daily seen maanzaad 'poppy seed,' for instance, is said to come from the papaverplant 'Papaver' which is not
known, nor lemmatized.

Given these problems, the challenges of the approach to be

presented below will be to (a) take top frequencies in a customized
corpus into account, (b) include both content and function words,
and (c) lemmatize those low-frequency items from the customized cor-

pus that have a lookup value. In addition, we propose a rather basic
technique to draw up this lemma-sign list. To this end we will only work

with raw (unadjusted) frequencies of unlemmatized corpus types. The
software used is available on any mainstream computer. Indeed, the
basic premise of our methodology is that anyone with a set of untagged corpora and a middle-of-the-road computer should be in a position to use this approach to compile a lemma-sign list for a specific
target user group. More advanced techniques are undoubtedly possible, and are also hinted at below. In fact, the latter will be used to vet

our — admittedly ad hoc, but commonsensical — approach.
Compiling die lemma-sign list of the Junior Dictionary
Background to the project and research questions

The authors of the current article were approached by the publisher to help with the revision of the Hersiene Uitgawe:Junior Verklärende
Woordeboek (Combrink and others [1985]). This is a decoding, semibilingual Afrikaans dictionary with English glosses, primarily for nonmother tongue speakers in Grades 4 to 9. The basic objective is the
compilation of a modern dictionary tailored to the needs of these
pupils when reading a restricted number of prescribed books. The target set by the publisher is a lemma-sign list of 2,500. This point of departure should be familiar to many teachers the world over. On one
hand, the boundaries of a potential customized corpus are fairly well
known; on the other, the number of items that can be physically accommodated is extremely limited. Familiar to lexicographers is the fact
that the publisher provided manually excerpted verb, noun, and adjective lists, obtained through reading and marking of the prescribed
books. A random section of the received noun list is shown in Extract 3.
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Extract 3. Random section of die manually excerpted noun list provided by die publisher
dissipline
'discipline'
'dice'/'small dice'
dobbelsteen/dobbelsteentjie
doek
doel

dogter/dogtertjie

'cloth'

'target'
'daughter'/'small daughter'

dokters/dokter [sic]
Donderdag

'Thursday'

donderweer

'thunder'

'doctors'/'doctor'

dongas [sic]

'dongas'

donker/donkerte

'dark'/'darkness'

donkie/donkietjie

'donkey'/'small donkey'
'donkey-cart'

donkiekar

Summing the three lists, a Manual List (ML) of roughly 5,000 lemma
signs is obtained. Apart from spelling errors, inconsistencies in the
grouping of related items, the unavoidable (and considerable) incompleteness as a result of a manual effort, and the absence of function
words, probably the greatest problem of ML is that it contains twice
the required number of lemma signs. With no information regarding
frequency or likelihood to be looked up by the target user group, no
sensible reduction is possible apart from, say, deleting every second
lemma sign.3
Taken at face value, the simplistic and tempting solution could
have been simply to build a restricted corpus of all the prescribed
books (over 400,000 tokens in all) and to extract the top frequencies
for a lemma-sign list of 2,500. However, this custom-made corpus —
henceforth referred to as JunC (for Junior Corpus) — contains over
25,000 types which is ten times more than the permitted number of
lemma signs. The ensuing problem is thus how to sensibly reduce this
list by the required 90%. A first obvious reduction can be achieved
through lemmatization. Prinsloo and De Schryver (2002, 488) show

3In the light of the detailed Van Dale criteria discussed above, this might
sound ridiculous. However, numerous examples exist of dictionaries based on
reduced lemma-sign lists of larger dictionaries where arbitrary criteria for
deletion have been applied. An example for Sepedi is the Groot Noord-Sothowoordeboek (Ziervogel and Mokgokong [1975]) which, after random sampling,
resulted in the Klein Noord-Sotho woordeboek (Ziervogel and Mokgokong [1988] ) .
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that lemmatization of the raw types in an Afrikaans corpus results in a

lemma-sign list that is 30% shorter. The 25,000 types can thus be re-

duced to 17,500 lemma signs, still 15,000 too many.
If the sole aim would be to lemmatize the most-frequently used
words in the custom-made corpus, the top 3,570 (= 2,500/0.7) types of
JunC could merely be taken, lemmatized to obtain a list of 2,500, and
the job would be completed. However, the dilemma of the lexicographer is that, first, among the ousted 15,000 lemma signs, many items
"likely to be looked for" would then not be entered in the dictionary.
The second problem is the likelihood that frequently used items in the
general language, as attested in the 4.6-million-word Pretoria Afrikaans
frequency Corpus (PAfC), would not be accounted for. Third, on what
grounds other than frequency should at least 2,500 lemma signs in ML
be excluded from the dictionary? Formulated differentiy — and this
became the research question — how could a lexicographer find a
sound balance between a customized corpus (JunC), a general-language corpus (PAfC), and a manually excerpted vocabulary list (ML)?
This situation also has another problematic dimension. As emphasized above, dictionaries based on word-frequency counts tend to
focus on high frequency as the criterion for inclusion; but what about
low-frequency items? Is it possible that for the envisaged users of the
Junior Dictionary, "likely to be looked for" would include a substantial
number of odd "low-frequency" words in their study materials? In reading their prescribed books they will surely encounter such words, but
witii a restriction of 2,500 articles it is not possible to enter all or even

a realistic percentage of the words that occur with a low frequency.4

Will it be good enough for the lexicographer to hope that a significant
number of less-frequently used words will eventually be treated on the
basis of a pragmatic relationship with the lemma sign, say, relationships such as singular ? plural, degrees of comparison, or derivation?
Or is a more "structured" approach towards the inclusion of low-frequency words needed? Thus the question remains: How could a balance be struck between highly used versus seldom-used words when
both could qualify for "likely to be looked for"? To the best of our

4For the Indo-European languages it is well known that more than half of all
the corpus types is typically made up of the sum of the types occurring only
once (i.e., the hapax legomena) and those with a frequency ofjust two. With regard to the lemma-sign list, Indo-European language dictionaries based on top
frequencies thus do away with at least half the corpus.
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knowledge, it could be stated that no serious consideration is given to
the inclusion of low-frequency words in general-language dictionaries.
In a truly tailored dictionary, however, odd words are likely to be of interest to the user. For example, in the feedback on a learners' dictionary compiled by means of Simultaneous Feedback, it was not unexpected for users to remark that they needed more guidance in respect
of seldom-used words (De Schryver [1999, 100]).
Step-by-step creation of the lemma-sign list of the Junior Dictionary
The steps described in the following paragraphs entail detailed
cross-analyses of the customized corpus JunC, the general-language
corpus PAfC, and the manually excerpted vocabulary list ML. It should
be noted that these comparisons were made by means of elementary
cross-queries in a standard database, and as such represent nothing eccentric and can be reproduced by anyone in any similar project. The
cross-tab relations are illustrated graphically in Figure 1, and a screenshot of a query is shown in Figure 2.
Such designs establish crucial links between JunC, PAfC and ML. The
specific cross-tab query shown in Figure 2 determines how frequently
all items from PAfC occur in JunC, PAfC and ML respectively, thus
generating the output in Columns 1, 3, 4, and 5 of Table 1, which
forms the basis of the subsequent calculations and comparisons.

All items in the:

Manual List (ML)
&

Pretoria Afrikaans frequency Corpus
(PAfC)
&

Junior Corpus (JunC)____________
Cross-tab relations:

Reflecting JunC types and frequencies
Reflecting PAfC types and
frequencies
Reflecting ML vocabulary

Figure 1
Cross-tab relations for the Junior Dictionary project
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Figure 2
Screenshot of a cross-tab query in design view (Microsoft Access)
Table 1

Sample of the basis for calculations and comparisons between JunC,
PAfC and ML
Item

Translation

JunC

PAfC

ML
0

Amerika

'America'

16

133

Amerikaans
Amerikaanse
Amerikaner
Amerikaners
Amerikaniseer

'American'
'American'
'American'
'Americans'
'Americanise'

O
10
1
0
0

12
120

Lemmatized

Amerika,
Amerikaans (e),
Amerikaner (s)

11

27
2

No expert programming is thus required; the lexicographer who is fa-

miliar with the functions of a database can perform the manipulations.
The next step was to choose a substantial percentage of items
from the customized corpus. We decided, arguably subjectively (yet in
the light of the above discussion at least défendable) , that 80% of the

final 2,500 lemma signs should be derived from the most frequent

words in the customized corpus. Hence, in order to arrive at 2,000

lemma signs, the top 2,860 (= 2,000/0.7) JunC types were lemmatized.

This turned out to correspond with all words with a minimum fre-

quency of 10 in JunC. Consider as an example the randomly selected
section for belangrik 'important' in Table 2.
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Table 2

Section for belangrik, with occurrences of 10 and more in JunC
Item

belangrik
belangrike
belangrikste

Transiten

'important'
'important'
'most important'

Lemmatized

JunC
57
21
20

belangrik, ~e, ~ste

The three words belangrik, belangrike, and belangrikste can be lemmatized as belangrik, thus a reduction of two-thirds. Obviously missing
from this paradigm is the second degree of comparison, namely, belan-

griker 'more important.' The article for belangrik in the previous edition of the Junior Dictionary is as shown in Extract 4.
Extract 4. Article for belangrik in the Hersiene Uitgawe: Junior Verklärende Woordeboek (Combrink and others [1985]) — widi translation
added under die horizontal line

belangrik
(-er, -ste)Van groot betekenis: Dis belangrikimportant
om skool toe te gaan, anders sal jy
nooit iets leer nie. Nuus bestaan

uit belangrike gebeure dwarsdeur
die wêreld.

important
(more ~, most ~) Of great significance: It is

belangrik

important to go to school, otherwise
you will never learn anything. News
consists of important events from
across the world.

All three candidates for inclusion in Table 2, namely, belangrik, belan-

grike, and belangrikste are catered for as respectively (a) lemma sign, (b)
example of usage, and (c) untreated lemma. Also provided for as an
untreated lemma is the second degree of comparison, belangriker.

Since belangriker occurs only 3 times inJunC it was not listed in Table 2.
Thus, although not considered for inclusion on the basis of its fre-

quency, this word eventually can be included in the revised edition on

the basis of a paradigm relation to belangrik, i.e., degrees of comparison. In a similar way less-frequently used words, for example, (alterna-

tive) singular ? plural forms or diminutive forms, can be treated in the
dictionary on merit other than frequency. Compare the section for
vrou 'woman' in Table 3 as a typical example in this regard.
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Table 3

Section for vrou, with occurrences of 10 and more in JunC
Item
vrou

vroue
vrouens

vroutjie

Translation
woman

'women'

'women'
'little woman'

JunC
227
32
12

Lemmatized

vrou, ~e, ~ens, ~tjie

13

Lemmatizing the four words in Table 3 results in a single candidate for
lemmatization, namely, vrou, thus a reduction of three-quarters. This
time the singular, both plural forms, and the singular diminutive form
are candidates for inclusion on the basis of frequency of occurrence in
JunC. The plural of the diminutive form, vroutjies 'litde women,' however, has a zero occurrence in JunC and is absent. Plurals of diminutives were not catered for in die previous edition but should this policy
be reviewed it will mean that vroutjies, like belangriker in the previous example, could be lemmatized on the basis of a singular ? plural relation
and thus "earn" a place in the dictionary on non-frequency considerations. In the previous examples, at least the eventual lemma sign was
justified as a result of its high usage. Compare, however, the following
cases in Table 4 where the lemma sign itself failed to become a candidate for lemmatization on the basis of frequency.
Table 4

Some of the lemma signs occurring less than 10 times in JunC
Unlemmatized

Translation

Lemmatized

hakte
hakies

0
159

hakie, ~s

'brackets'

leidraad
leidrade

'clue'
'clues'

1

leidraad, leidrade

49

rower

'robber'
'robbers'

7
57

rower, -~s

'fruit' (sg.)
'fruit' (pi.)

8

vrug, ~te

rowers

vrug

vrugte

'bracket'

JunC

32

The words hakie, leidraad, rower, and vrug are in the end catered for in
the dictionary notwithstanding the fact that this is not justified on the
basis of frequency of occurrence.
The inclusion of low-frequency words (and even zero-frequency words as in the case of hakie) that are a result of lemma-sign af-
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filiation is in the end a trivial matter. The real challenge is to find a
sound way to select candidates for lemmatization from among the
thousands of low-frequency items in the customized corpus. The pivotal criterion here is that those items must have a relative usefulness

that is more important than that of more frequent items in the customized corpus. Do such items really exist? To frequency fanatics this
idea definitely seems a disturbing hypothesis. Moreover, if such items
do exist, could a sound way to identify them also truly be found? We
not only claim that such items exist, we also argue that there is a clearcut method to select those low-frequency items which have a higher
lookup value than more frequent items.
The solution is relatively simple, as it suffices to select those
low-frequency items from the customized corpus that have a top frequency in the general-language corpus. The reasoning is thus that, regardless of their relative frequency in elementary sources, top-frequency items from the general language have an intrinsically high
lookup value. All items occurring at least 200 times (2,524 items in all)
in the 4.6-million-word Pretoria Afrikaans frequency Corpus (PAfC) were
selected, and the ones not already among those occurring at least 10
times in JunC were isolated and marked as candidates for inclusion in
the Junior Dictionary. Consider the examples in Table 5.

Table 5

Random sample of items occurring at least 200 times in PAfC but less

than 10 times in JunC
Item
afdeling
algemeen
begryp

TranslationJunCPAfC
'section'3
420
'general'2
441
'understand'2
384

beheer

'control'5

503

bepaal
beperk

'determine'1
'limit'1

468
747

bevat

'contain'5

418

egter
funksie
gedagte
geheel
hoofstuk

'however, but'4
'function'2
'thought'2
'whole'1
'chapter'2

1141
578
705
436
497

invhed

'influence'2

353

opdrag

'command'3

302
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Table 5 (continued)
Random sample of items occurring at least 200 times in PAfC but less

THAN 10 TIMES INJUNC
ItemTranslationJunCPAfC
posisie'position'4
460
proses'process'2
449
stryd'battle'3
343
Studie'study'3
542
tevore'before'3
verdere'further'2

300
403

verklaar'explain'1
verwyder'remove'2
waarskynlik'probably'3

361
493
473

werklik'real'5

563

werklikhdd'reality'1

481

Following this step, 433 lemma signs were added to the 2,000 that had
been derived from JunC. Observe that the "minimum occurrence of
200 times in PAfC" was chosen in such a way as to arrive at no more

than 500 extra lemma signs. Summarizing, we believe that the above

procedure provides a reliable method to distinguish between those
low-frequency words and hapax legomena (i.e., the one-offs) from a
customized corpus, and even zero-frequency items, that should be
candidates for inclusion in a restricted lemma-sign list and those that
should not.

Zero-frequency considerations

The inclusion of "zero-frequency items" necessitates more elucidation.

We already saw that lemmas with zero frequencies might end up in the
dictionary as a result of the completion of paradigms (cf. vroutjies,
above), and we also pointed out that lemma signs themselves with a
zero count could be forced in by associated lemmas with high-enough
frequencies (cf. hakie, above) . As a result of the comparison with top
frequencies in a general-language corpus, items where the lemma
sign as well as all associated lemmas have a zero occurrence in the
customized corpus can now also end up being lemmatized. Table 6
shows such "zero-frequency items," which thus become candidates for
inclusion.
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Table 6

Random sample of items with a zero occurrence in JunC but high
OVERALL FREQUENCY IN PAfC
Item

aanduiding
aspek
behandeling
bepaalde

Transfation

JunC

'indication'

0

'aspect'

0

'treatment'

0

PAfC

0

286
392
211
754

0

504

'claims'

0

321
380

besondere

'certain, specific'
'significant'

beweer

département

'department'

0

deurdat

'because'

0

gebrek

'lack'

0

indruk

'impression'

0

kontak

'contact'
'little doll'

0

stadium

'stage'

0

status

'status'

0

student

'student'

0

203
213
266
252
1205
527
243
240
374
255
236

swangerskap

'pregnancy'

0

403

terme

'terms'

0

339

tipes
verklaring

'types'

0

'statement'

0

214
207

verkry

'obtain'

0

363

verstrek

0

verteenwoordig

'state'; 'give'
'represent'

veteraan

'veteran'

0

volk

'nation'

0

wete

'knowledge'

0

wette

'laws'

0

322
280
211
289
242
205

poppte
regering

0

'government'

0

roman

'novel'

0

sprake

'talk, rumor'

0

0

Conversely, items occurring with a frequency as high as 9 in the customized corpus may be omitted when they do not occur frequendy
in the general corpus. Table 7 shows some random examples in this
regard.
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Table 7

Random sample of items occurring 9 times in JunC but which have a
LOW FREQUENCY IN PAfC
Translation

Item
boekmerk
draakklere
kinderkuns
koorlees

'bookmark'

paarwerk

'work done in pairs'

piranha

'piranha'
'warthog'
'small speech bubbles'
'wastepaper'
'greeting terms'

vlakvark
woordwolkies

afvalpapier
groetvorme

'dragon clothes'
'child art'

'group/choir reading'

kleurvol

'colorful'

mieliepitte
tydlyn
plaasdier
skryfboeke
landsvlag

'corn'

varkie
hienas

karaktereienskappe
pamflet
sensitiwiteit
troues

JunC

PAfC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'time line'
'farm animal'

'writing books'
'country's flag'
'small pig'
'hyenas'
'characteristics'

'pamphlet'
'sensitivity'
'marriages'

Table 6 versus Table 7 therefore represents an extreme case of inclusion
versus omission on the basis of cross-comparison of corpora.
It could however rightfully be argued that the target user, in
reading the prescribed books, will not be confronted by items such as
those listed in Table 6, since they did not occur even once in any of the
prescribed books. On the other hand, the question could be asked
whether it is sensible to omit such frequently used items in the general
language from any dictionary? In the discussion of the Van Dale elementary dictionary above, we argued that it is wise to include even the
highly frequent or easy words. This is especially relevant for the Junior
Dictionary, as it is primarily aimed at non-mother tongue speakers for
whom the concept "well-known word" is less of a given.
A related matter deals with the issue of what to do with items

that have a zero frequency in the general corpus but have a reasonable
occurrence in the customized corpus. Consider the random sample
shown in Table 8 in this regard.
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Table 8

Random sample of items with high occurrences in JunC but zero frequency in PAfC
ItemTranslationJunCPAfC
assessering'assessment'460
blokfluit'recorder'340
fasiliteerder'facilitator'680
groepwerk'group work'360
herders'learners'2570

pretdraf'fun-run'370
rollees'role-read'300

rohpeel'role-play'400
uitkomsgebaseerde'outcome-based'200

Corpus lexicographers would not normally consider items tiiat do not
occur at all in a general corpus for inclusion in a general dictionary,
but items such as those in Table 8 should definitely be lemmatized in
the Junior Dictionary, a tailored dictionary, because they are very
likely to be looked up by the target user group.
Overlooking the zero-frequency considerations of this section,
one notices that the concept "corpus-based" has been turned on its
head. Indeed, corpus lexicographers build corpora to select words

from, but now one "selects" words that don't even occur once! In sta-

tistical natural language processing (NLP), however, this zero-frequency problem has been dealt with for half a century already. In Jurafsky and Martin's textbook, Speech and Language Processing, it is even
the topic of Key Concept #4 (2000, 211):
Things Seen Once: Use the count of things you've seen once
to help estimate the count of things you've never seen.

Already in the mid-twentieth century, Jeffreys (1948) describes
Add-One smoothing, whereby one basically increases the count of
each corpus type with one. A much better technique to assign nonzero values to types which don't occur in a corpus, as well as to re-evaluate low-frequency counts, is to employ Witten-Bell discounting (Witten and Bell [1991]). A slighdy more complex algoritfim is known as
Good-Turing discounting (Church and Gale [1991]). Whereas all
these methods enable us to assign probabilities to unseen events, in
each case the probability mass is still allocated evenly to the unseen
events. In order to be able to distribute the probabilities, Backoff (Katz
[1987]) and Deleted Interpolation (Jelinek and Mercer [1980]) algo-
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rithms can be used in addition. In line with the basic premise of this article, however, namely to introduce a basic procedure for the compilation of a lemma-sign list for a specific target user group departing from
raw frequencies and not adjusted frequencies, we will not expound on
these smoothing techniques here.
Comparison of die compiled lemma-sign list with die manually
excerpted vocabulary
As an extra assessment, the newly compiled lemma-sign list can
be compared to the manually excerpted vocabulary (ML) . It is encouraging to find that items included in ML that are not in the newly built
list, lack reasonable frequency in both the customized corpus JunC
and the general corpus PAfC. Compare Table 9, which lists a random
section of words in ML that are omitted from the final lemma-sign list.
Table 9

Random section of manually excerpted vocabulary (ML) not included in the final lemma-sign list, with the respective frequencies

in JunC and PAfC
ItemTranslationJunCPAfCML
agternasit'pursue'0
6
agterplaas'backyard'8
57
agterstewe'hind quarters'1
7
agtervolg'pursue'2
56
akkommodasie'accommodation'1
akrobate'acrobats'1

12
4

aksieliedjie'action song'0

0

aktetas'briefcase'1
aktrise'actress'7

9
33

Items omitted from ML not only occur less than 10 times in JunC and
less than 200 times in PAfC, they even include items such as aksieliedjie
'action song' which have a zero occurrence in both corpora. It is thus
believed that the most sensible balance between JunC, PAfC and ML
has been achieved.

Keywords and keyness values
In this last section, we introduce a way to determine the success
of the lemmatization strategy followed up to this point. Simultane-
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ously, we introduce a system to mark the most salient lemma signs. In
doing so, we will look botii back and forward and will contend with the
concepts "frequency," "familiarity," and "keyness."
Frequency

As seen above, referring to the Big Five is now the done thing
when discussing (English) corpus lexicography. Attention to the frequential aspect(s) of a language's vocabulary, however, predates the
Cobuild revolution by at least a century. An excellent overview of the
resultant "frequency dictionaries" can be found in Martin (1990). Although one is often tempted to believe that 1995 is the year in which
"putting frequencies in the dictionary" (cf. Kilgarriff [1997]) became
the norm in learners' lexicography, with both Cobuild2 (1995) and
LDOCE3 (1995) advertising this widely, several Van Dale dictionaries
from the early 1980s on already did so (Martin 1990, 1319). Especially
interesting, however, is the frequency labels found in MEDAL (2002).
Two linguistic-statistical facts underpin the MEDAL coding.5 These
are, first, the fact that the most frequent 2,500 English lemma signs
make up about 80% of all the English one ever hears, reads, writes or

speaks, and, second, that to reach 90% one needs the top 7,500 Eng-

lish lemma signs. In MEDAL, the 2,500 most frequent lemma signs
have been marked with 3 stars (***), the next 2,500 with two stars (**)

and the third 2,500 with one star (*). All 7,500 starred (or "productive") lemma signs moreover appear in red type and are treated in
depth, whereas all other lemma signs, being the infrequent (or "receptive") ones, appear in black type and are only covered briefly. The
MEDAL star rating is compared to the Cobuild2 and LDOCE3 frequency labeling in Table 10.
Table 10

Putting frequencies in learners' dictionaries
Lemma signFrequency labelDictionary
camera????<>Cobuild2

cameraS2 / W3LDOCE3
camera***MEDAL

5Unfortunately, the link between these facts and the labeling system was
missed out in MEDAL (Fox, personal communication, 27 November 2002).
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Cobuild2 places camera in the second frequency band (four black diamonds), implying that its rank is between 701 and 1900 and that it is
part of the 75% of all English usage (there are five bands in all, down
to rank 14,700); LDOCE3 indicates that camera belongs to the top
2,000 lemma signs in spoken and to the top 3,000 ones in written English (the ranges are Sl to S3 and Wl to W3); whereas MEDAL assigns
three stars to camera (which means it belongs to the top 2,500 items, or
thus to the 80% of all the English one ever hears, reads, writes, or
speaks). Although the exact approach followed is different in each of
diese three dictionaries, die data are consistent, and no one will doubt
the usefulness of this information to learners. In these dictionaries,

frequency counts thus not only operate below the surface as a criterion
for inclusion or omission, tfiey are actually indicated in or "put into"
die dictionary by means of some or other user-friendly convention.
Familiarity

Bracketed together with "frequency," one often finds "familiarity." In his discussion of the Associative Lexicon, Makkai for instance
suggests to have the following component added to his vision of the future electronic dictionary: "familiarity-ratings and frequency rankings"
(1980, 143). Or, in his critique of current (commercial) electronic
learners' dictionaries, Sobkowiak points out that they "cannot list
words within or outside of a particular frequency, familiarity or polysemy band" (1999, 266). At least one electronic lexical database, WordNet, does however incorporate differences in familiarity. While acknowledging that usage-frequency might be the best indicator of
familiarity, the widely accepted correlation between usage-frequency
and degree of polysemy leads the WordNet team to use polysemy as an
index of familiarity (Tengi [1998, 112-114]).
Keyness

If frequency is a central indicator of familiarity, this is also the
case for "keyness." In the field of thesaurus-based Informational Retrieval systems, as well as in a variety of other NLP applications, the
construction of so-called "keywords dictionaries" is one of the core
tasks. Such dictionaries are usually built by means of free document indexing (Martynenko [2000]). Although the final lemma-sign list compiled above has nothing to do with NLP, the followed methodology actually succeeded to inter alia single out the keywords from the
customized corpus JunC. One of the straightforward computational
ways to extract keywords is by means of the calculation of keyness
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values with corpus-query software such as WordSmith Tools (WST)
(Scott [1999]).

Scott, the creator of WST, righdy notes that the term keyword

has remained undefined in linguistics, despite being widely used by
non-linguists, and despite the fact that the notion itself features
strongly in fields such as Content Analysis, Information Retrieval and
Corpus Linguistics at large (Scott [2000, 51]). He himself charac-

terises die term keyword as "a word which occurs with unusualfrequency in

a given text [emphasis original]" (1997, 236). Unusual frequency can
be related to outstandingness and implies that a word has an unusually

high occurrence (positive keyness) or unusually low occurrence (neg-

ative keyness) in one or more texts, in comparison to its occurrence in
a reference corpus. The basic procedure for identifying keywords is
thus to compare the frequency of every distinct word-type in those
texts with the frequency of the same word-type in a reference corpus
— the reference corpus being the larger of the two corpora. Items that
display a great disparity in frequency are identified as keywords, since
the disparity would imply that that specific item occurs with unusual
frequency in the smaller corpus. Every word that appears in the
smaller corpus is taken into account when keyness is calculated. Note
that this procedure throws up items with outstanding frequencies and
not top frequencies or familiar items.
Automatic extraction of keywords from the customized corpusJunC
For the actual calculation of keyness, WST offers two statistical

tests, the classic ?2 (chi-square) test of significance with Yates's correc-

tion for a 2 x 2 table, and Dunning's (1993) log-likelihood test "which
gives a better estimate of keyness, especially when contrasting long
texts or a whole genre against [a] reference corpus" (Scott [1999, WST
help]). We opted for the log-likelihood test, a choice generally made
by corpus linguists today. Two more parameters are important when
calculating keywords, and must be set, namely, (a) the minimal frequency and (b) the level of outstandingness. The first parameter specifies the minimum frequency with which a potential keyword must
occur in the text(s) from which the keywords are to be extracted. The
value was set at 1. The second parameter, also known as ? value, establishes a minimum probability. The standard ? < 0.000001 was used,
meaning that each keyword's appearance has a danger of only one in a
million of not being statistically significant. Reformulated, in our study
an item is said to be a "keyword" if (a) it occurs at least once in JunC,
and (b) its frequency in JunC when compared with its frequency in
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PAfC is such that the statistical probability as computed by the log-likelihood procedure is smaller than or equal to one in a million.
It should thus be clear that the calculation of keyness values for
the identification of both positive and negative keywords is a purely
mechanical process, based on a comparison of patterns of frequency.
The top 20 positive keywords in the customized corpus, as calculated
by WST when JunC is compared to PAfC, are listed in Table 11.
All the items shown in Table 11 have an unusually high frequency in JunC when compared to PAfC. Negative keyness values, of
which the top 20 are listed in Table 12, is the mirror image, meaning
that here items have an unusually low frequency in JunC when compared to PAfC.
Positive keywords, of which Table 11 only shows the first 20 out
of 954, are prime candidates for inclusion in the Junior Dictionary
since these are the most important items (being true "keywords") in
the customized corpus. Conversely, negative keywords, of which Table
12 only shows the first 20 out of 383, are also prime candidates for inclusion in the Junior Dictionary, since these are the items that are extremely important in the general language. The two lists of keywords
can also be compared to the final lemma-sign list, and as such these

two lists can be used to check the validity of the lemmatization strategy

introduced in this article. Much to our satisfaction, all top 500 (cf.
below) positive keywords and all but four negative keywords had in-

deed been lemmatized.6

Putting keyness in the dictionary

The availability of the keyword lists, and especially the list of
positive keywords, allows for a highly useful addition to a tailored dictionary's macrostructure. As a matter of fact, the top positive keywords

can be marked in the dictionary, and these correspond with the most

important words for this specific target user group. Two keyness bands
seem appropriate, the first "keyl" for the top 250 positive keywords,
marked with, for example, a large key symbol; the second "key2" for

the next 250 positive keywords, marked with, for example, a small key
symbol. These symbols not necessarily stand at the lemma sign itself,
but can mark that (untreated) lemma which is also the keyword.

bNote that this technique cannot be used "on its own" for the compilation of
the lemma-sign list, as the sum of all positive and all negative keywords falls
short of the required 2,500 lemma signs.

regte

watter

diere
kies
dink

8
9

10

11

12
13

16
17
18
19
20

hoekom
voltooi
aktiwiteit

speel
prentjies

vrae

herders
sinne

7

14
15

herder

jou

6

skryf

lees
stork
woorde

2

3
4
5

jy

1

Item

'questions'
'play'
'small pictures'
'why'
'complete'
'activity'

'think'

'which'
'animals'
'choose'

'right(s)'

'sentences'

'learners'

'your'

'learner'

'words'
'write'

'story'

you
'read'

Translation

372
547

791.00
709.90
691.90
676.50
647.60
633.00
626.20
616.60
268
173

364

492
154

356

345

325
2,593
257
628
457
676

963

1,412

745

1,349

5,366

JunCFreq.

838.60

877.90
876.20

4,719.20
3,274.30
2,278.90
2,013.40
1,856.70
1,605.30
1,450.70
1,296.00
1,283.00

Keyness

Top 20 positive keywords in the customized corpus (JunC versus PAfC)

Table 11

0.04

291
60

633

22
0.04
0.09

0.07

1,136

528

1,342

347
478

1,661

862
690

0

11,933

3

3,136
1,447

434

1,363

18,589

PAfC Freq.

0.12

0.09
0.14
0.09

0.17
0.09

0.11

1.33
0.33
0.18
0.35
0.24
0.08
0.64
0.06
0.16

JunC '

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.04

0.02
0.01

0.26

0.07
0.03

0.03

0.40

PAfC %

en

12

20

18
19

17

'it'
'also'

dit
ook
die
Here

hy

'this'

hierdie

'he'

'God'

'the'

'was'; 'wash'
318.50
293.10
292.30
291.10

330.10

533.60
454.80
443.20
442.20
428.10
382.20
335.60

'we'

'him'
'to'
'and'
'until'

559.30

'has'/'have'/etc.

was

tot

aan

11

13
14
15
16

ons

horn

10

671.10

684.10

728.90
699.20

2,152.80
1,211.80
1,161.90

Keyness

'not'

'she';'his'

'God'

God

sy
nie
het

'become'
'but'

'of
'that'

Transfation

maar

8
9

7

3
4
5
6

dat
word

van

1

2

Item

#

634
24,113
10
3,004

2,992

409

1,168

268

1,151
8,321

1,383
617

3,513
5,314
5,212

10

889

1,140

827

4,383

JunCFreq.

Top 20 negative keywords in the customized corpus (JunC versus PAfC)

Table 12

0.75

5.99

0.16

0.15
0.29
2.07
0.07
0.29
0.10
0.74

0.34

0.87
1.32
1.29

0.21
0.28
0.22

1.09

JunC %

22,902
10,519
47,376
13,943
307,709
2,207
46,657

8,959

95,366
26,598
31,680
22,842
4,724
61,373
85,854
82,097
28,263
15,293
23,515
119,578

PAfCFreq.

1.01

0.30
6.68
0.05

1.03

1.86
1.78
0.61
0.33
0.51
2.59
0.19
0.50
0.23

1.33

2.07
0.58
0.69
0.50
0.10

PAfC %
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Note the crucial difference between this suggested labeling sys-

tem and the ones employed in for instance Cobuild2, LDOCE3, and
MEDAL as illustrated in Table 10, or, for Asian-language and Africanlanguage examples respectively, in the NewJapanese — English Character

Dictionary (Halpern [1990] ) and the Beknopt woordenboek Cilubà — Nederlands (De Schryver and Kabuta [1998]). In all these dictionaries top

frequent lemma signs in the general language are marked, yet in our
suggestion a degree of keyness is indicated at lemmas in a dictionary

tailored to the needs of a specific target user group.7

The final lemma-sign list for die Junior Dictionary and onwards
In this article a methodology was proposed for the compilation
of a dictionary's lemma- sign list aimed at a specific target user group.

The approach was illustrated for the creation of a 2,500-item-long
macrostructure. What the suggested steps boil down to is a lemmatized
list of 2,000 items (80% of the total) derived from top frequencies in a
customized corpus, supplemented by approximately 500 lemma signs
occurring with low or zero frequencies in the customized corpus but
with top frequencies in a general-language corpus. The selections and
cut-off criteria are arguably arbitrary and open to challenge. Nonetheless, the lexicographer should find a way to validate this approach in
proving (a) that a sound balance has been obtained in the selection of
lemma signs for the specific target user group, and (b) that imbalances
have not been introduced into the dictionary. As far as (a) is concerned, keyness considerations showed that the resulting selection of
lemma signs does indeed make sense from die point of view of the target user group. When it comes to (b), the alphabetic distribution of
the final lemma-sign list can be compared to the so-called "Afrikaans

7Our suggestion to use various "key symbols" for the keyness bands should also

not be confused with the labeling system found in, for example, the Cambridge
Learner's Dictionary (http://uk.cambridge.org/elt/cld/), where a single key

symbol 0* marks all the "important words to learn."Just as in the Big Five, this

symbol marks top frequencies rather than true keywords in a tailored dictionary. Further, our use of the term keyword should not be confused with, for example, Scholfield's mnemonic-like "keywords added to entries, so that when
an item is looked up, a means of actually retaining the information is directly
offered by the dictionary" (1997, 298).
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Ruler," an instrument designed by Prinsloo and De Schryver (2003) to

measure and predict the relative length of alphabetical stretches in

Afrikaans dictionaries. When the percentage allocation for each alphabetical stretch in the final lemma-sign list is compared to the Afrikaans
Ruler, the graphs shown in Figure 3 are obtained. Figure 3 clearly indicates that there are no major discrepancies between the two distributions. The correlation coefficient r between the lemma-sign list of the
Junior Dictionary and the Afrikaans Ruler is 0.965.
Although we have referred on several occasions to the "final
lemma-sign list" of the Junior Dictionary, this list is not truly final yet
(and as a matter of fact, only contains 2,433 lemma signs so far) . Indeed, the lexicographers who will be responsible for the microstructural treatment will surely be keen to complete certain sets, such as the
months of the year, certain cross-religious terms, or the colours of the
rainbow. The latter, for instance, is especially relevant in today's South
Africa, known as the Rainbow Nation. Indigo is currently not in the
final lemma-sign list, and will have to be added. Actually, this word has
a zero frequency in both the customized corpus and the general-language corpus, providing yet another dimension to the zero-frequency
considerations. Nevertheless, as a general rule we now mainly use the
customized corpus for the microstructural compilation of the Junior
Dictionary. One of the envisaged consistency checks will be to make
sure no word is used in any article that hasn't also been lemmatized.
In conclusion, we can state that the suggested methodology results in a lemma-sign list with the following unique characteristics:

Figure 3
Lemma-sign distribution in the Junior Dictionary compared to the Afrikaans
Ruler
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(1)a dictionary with a truly tailored macrostructure;
(2)an elementary-level lemma-sign list which not only includes vocabulary, but also all the important function words;
(3)hapax legomena and even zero-frequency items are brought into
the dictionary at the cost of more frequent items with a less important lookup value;
(4)top keyness bands mark keywords in the tailored dictionary (in
contrast to top frequency bands which mark frequent lemma signs
in a general learners' dictionary);
(5)key symbols do not necessarily mark canonical forms, but can
even stand at an inflection, declension, comparative/superlative,
derivation, compound, or any (other) run-on.
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